
SmartClips™ is an Embedded Fitness product
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SmartClips™, the training tool when it comes to effective training of reaction 

and concentration, cognitive speed and achieving better coordination!

 

The SmartClips™ is a perfect addition to training for amateur and professional 

sport but also useful for physiotherapy and revalidation. For physical education 

the SmartClips™ offers an inspiring and validated addition to the curriculum.

 

The SmartClips™ case contains eight wirelessly controlled interactive nodes 

equipped with a movement sensor and LEDs. The goal is to deactivate the lit 

up lights as quickly as possible. Speed, duration, light and sound settings are 

easily configured on the included tablet. The Clips are attachable to floors, 

walls and objects. Through a combination of magnets and velcro fasteners the 

clips can be attached to nearly any surface. The SmartClips™ have a default 

training that can be configured to your needs.

SmartClips™
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Advanced wireless training system
Ideal for training reaction, speed, agility and coordination; every activity is tracked, both 
individually and for teams and is available afterwards on the tablet.

The basis is formed by the Clips
These are equipped with LED lighting and are programmed via the supplied tablet.

The Clips give feedback through LEDs and sound. 
Through 10 LEDs and a buzzer detection, lives, scores and such can be presented to the 
user.

Every Clip can be configured separately
Color, light duration, sound and deactivation (tapping or within a configured range).

Deactivation of a Clip
Deactivation of a Clip can be done with any body part but also with a sport attribute. 
Deactivation can be done through physical touch or by setting a maximum distance 
(up to 1.30m) within which the movement sensor must be triggered.

Attaching the Clips
The Clips are easily and safely attachable on any device, wall, floor or other object 
through safety straps, magnets and velcro fasteners.

This is what makes the SmartClips™ special!
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Communication of the Clips
Communication is done through a Bluetooth mesh. With this technology we can achieve 
a large range while benefiting of Bluetooth’s low energy usage.

Water resistant
The Clips are water resistant and are suitable for outside use.

The case
The case contains eight slots for recharging the Clips. The case can be upgraded with 
four additional Clips and an additional tool kit (ordered separately).

Updates
Automatic over the air updates are can be easily received.

User settings
Many used settings or activities can be saved for later use.

This is what makes the SmartClips™ special!
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The SmartClips™ are widely applicable. A few examples:

Sport – running courses, interval training, coordination and dexterity, fitness and speed 
training. For training of effective perception and cognitive skills.

 
Education – can be used for various learning lines within physical education. Target 
practice, relay races, tag games and agility courses. But also with cooperation 
assignments, reaction games or forms of coordination.

Urban sports – urban sports such as survival and crossfit are all about agility, speed 
and coordination. Training forms can be made extra challenging by using SmartClips™. 
For example, to take a course as quickly as possible or to tap smart clips that are 
attached to and to obstacles in order of color.

 
Physiotherapy / rehabilitation – due to the individual setting of the SmartClips™, 
these can be optimally used in rehabilitation and other remedial therapeutic areas. 
The SmartClips™ can be used for neurological exercises such as multiple sclerosis and 
Parkinson’s disease. (balancing the lamps around it on an unstable surface). The smart 
clips also have a very stimulating effect on reach exercises or running courses. This 
enhances overall stability.

Fitness support - integrated in its own fitness program, the SmartClips ™ provide 
more variety in training. A great tool for professional personal trainers or use in the 
fitness studio.

Useful for may activities
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An advanced system thanks to it’s versatile use, data management system, 
individually programming and evaluation through dashboard, Extendable to 
an unlimited network of Clips. A light case easily transportable to any sport 
event.

You get:
•  36-part base set stored in a high quality, sturdy, case.
•  8 SmartClips™ with LED lights and 2 magnets on the velcro side.
•  1 tablet with case and charger
•  1 power adaptor with cable
•  1 toolkit with 8 safety straps, 8 velcro fasteners, 4 velcro buckles and 1       
     microfiber cloth
•  1 Quick Start to get started right away

SmartClips™ system

More info:  smartsportgames.nl
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